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The
national
wedding
resource, RainbowWeddingNetwork.com,
announces the release of Valentine's Day e-cards this season,
specifically customized for the LGBTQ community. The vibrant and
diverse line of online cards is available free to site users, and provides
a convenient way for senders to surprise their partners while also
supporting a lesbian-owned company devoted to promoting equal
marriage and family rights.
Recently celebrating the ten-year anniversary since its launch,
RainbowWeddingNetwork.com has been providing unique and dynamic
wedding resources to the gay and lesbian community for over a
decade. The company has produced over 35 Gay & Lesbian Wedding
Expos in sixteen different states, and since 2006 has published the
nation's first Wedding Magazine dedicated to the LGBTQ community.
Newly revamped, www.RainbowWeddingNetwork.com offers a fresh
variety of interactive features, including the Valentine's Day e-cards as
well as Couples' Wedding WebPages, Engagement Announcements,
Social Networking and upgraded Directory Listings with mini Photo
Galleries and Audio Spots to provide at-a-glance vital information
about gay-friendly wedding, travel and home-related businesses both
locally and abroad. The online Directory spotlights over 5000
businesses: each has been screened to uphold a policy of nondiscrimination.

In response to the first Federal Marriage Amendment Act,
RainbowWeddingNetwork
launched
its
sister
campaign www.SameLoveSameRights.com, to serve the LGBTQ
minority throughout the country in enhancing communication and
cohesiveness surrounding the issues concerning equal marriage and
family rights.
“We are sincerely excited to offer the Valentine's Cards this year,”
states co-founder Marianne Puechl. “They are cute and trendy and
fun... but they also represent much more than that. In many ways,
same-gender couples continue to face limited options when expressing
their love for one another. These Valentines are customized with
imagery and language that supports gay and lesbian couples and our
commitments: it's one more way that our minority can truly feel
legitimized. RainbowWeddingNetwork is honored to be able to provide
this important resource.”
The line of Valentine's e-cards includes a diverse selection, including
themes of activism as well as elegance, and lighthearted rainbowcolored candies spouting words of affection and pride. Sparking
romance while providing a much-needed resource to the LGBTQ
community is at the heart of RainbowWeddingNetwork's vision in
offering the free service this season.
Access to the Valentine Cards, and further information about other
wedding-related resources for the LGBTQ community, is available
online at www.RainbowWeddingNetwork.com.
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